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In the present paper we shall consider the parabolic functional differential 
equation with deviating argument with infinite memory: 
dx 
— + Ax = f(t, x^,)), x0 = /?, (E) 
dt 
where A is a sectorial operator on the Banach space X,fis a continuous function 
<0, oo) x C->X satisfying a special lipschitz like condition. We prove the 
existence of a solution and some properties of this solution. The obtained results 
and the methods of proofs are analogous to those in [2], where the problem 
without deviation had been treated. Therefore we omit in §1 the proofs of the 
corresponding results (Lemma 1, Lemma 3), which can be proved by the same 
technique. In §2 we can consider the stability and the instability of the zero 
solution for such a problem, following the [2] ideas. 
In §3, we analogously [1] define the Ljapunov function for such a problem 
and investigate the stability. 
§0. Assumptions and denotations 
X is a real Banach space with the norm I.I. 
A: D(A) c X -* Xis a sectorial operator with Re a(A)} a (For the definition, 
see [He]). 
ae(0, 1), t0>0. 
Xa denotes a power space (following the [21 terminology) with the norm I.Ia. 
We shall also need the following two estimates, see [2]: 
(Al) \e~Atx\a < Cac~
atra\x\ for each t > 0 and for each xeX. 
(A2) \(Q~At - / ) JC| < C(a,A, a, T)ta\x\a for each xeX\ te<0, T> . 
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C = {w; weC((-oo, 0>,Xa); sup \u(0)\a< oo}isaBanachspacewith the 
6>e(-oo,0> 
norm \\u\ = sup \u(0)\a. 
6>G(-OO,0> 
Oe(x) denotes {weC; ||x — u\\ < s) for each xeC. 
f: <t0, oo) x C -> X is a continuous function which satisfies the assumptions 
(PI) and (P2): 
(PI) fis a locally Lipschitz continuous in both variables (t0, oo) x C-> X 
(P2) For each xfe C and Te (t0, oo) there exists L(xf, T) > 0 and £(x*, T) 
such that if ||x, - xf|| < £, ||x2 - x*|| < s and 1e<t0, T>, then 
|/(f, x,) - f ( t , x2)\x < L(x* DHx, - x2|| 
he C; /z is a uniformly continuous function (— oo, 0> -> Xa, 
o)(r): <t0, oo) -> i? is a continuous function such that 
co(t) < t for each te <r0, oo). 
If xeC((-oo, w>, X°), we denote xM(s) = x(u + s) for each se(-oo, 0>. 
We shall consider the problem (E) together with the initial condition 
(Co) x,o = h 
§1. Definition of a mild solution 
We consider the problem (E, C0). Let T> t0. Any solution xeC((— oo, T), X
a) 
of the integral equation 
X ( ř ) = e ^
( ' - ' ^ ( t 0 ) + 
í*t 
e-"('- í»/(í,xff l(.)).isVře<řo, T) (El) 
! 0 
w/zic/z satisfies (C0), is said to be a mild solution to the initial problem (E, C0) on 
the interval ( — oo, T). 
Existence theorem 1. 77zere exists a unique mild solution of the problem (E, C0) 
on the interval (—oo, T) for some T> t0. 
Proof. Choose an arbitrary 7̂  > t0 and L(x0){tQ), T0), s(x0){tQ), T0) from the 
assumption (P2) such that 
|f(s, xi) — f(s, x2)| < L\\xx — x2|| for each se<t0, T0} and for each xb 
x2^Oe(xm). 
Let S = {x; xeC((-oo, r > , X*); x,o = h; \x(t) - h(t0)\a < <SVte<t0, T)} and 
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let Gx(0 = e Mt 'o)/i(0) + e^ ( /- v ) f(s, x^ds for each te<t0, T), xeS, 
Jt0 
Gx(t) = h(t - t0) for t < t0. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the Banach fixed point theorem. 
We shall show that there exists 8 > 0 and t0< T < T0 such that G maps S into 
S and G is a contraction. 
First we take Tx < T0 such that 
L Ca(t-s)-
aQ-ait-s)ds<- for each te<t0, Tx} . 
J'o 4 
Then for xb x2EC((—oo, 7]), X
0), xUt = x2,/0 = ^
 a n d 
xK<u(v), x2,^)
G^(-X' ®(̂ o)) the following estimate takes place: 
I * ' s)(f(s,xU(a(s))-f(s,xгa(s))ds < - | | х , - х 2 | | . (1) 
Let 5 = - . 
2 
We shall find such a small 7i*< 7̂  (we denote it again by Tx) that for each xeS 
and se (t0, 7]) x^ e Oe(x^). 
1. First we consider the case a>(t0) < t0. In this case there exists because of the 
uniform continuity of the function hy > 0 such that 
\z\ — zi\< 7 implies \h(zx) — h(z2)\a < £ for each zb z2e(— oo, 0> 
Put Tx* Tx> Tx*> t0 such that \co(s) — a>(t0)\ < y and co(s) < t0 for each se <t0, 
7]). Then 
1*1,a>(s) - Xa>(Ja < SUp \h(u) - h(u + ((0(s) - O)(t0))\a < £ 
MG(-OO,0> 
for each xx e S. 
2. In the case of co(t0) = t0 there exists such a p> 0, y> 0 that 
£ £ 
sup |x(tQ) - x(u + t0)|a < - and |z, — z2| < y implies \h(zx) - h(z2)\ < - for 
6 P >w (-2 . 0 3 3 
each z„ z2e(-oo, 0>. Next we put 77*> t0 such that the following statements 
hold: 
(i) t0<T*<Tx 
(ii) \co(s) - co(t0)\ < min{A /}VsE<t0, T*} 
After some calculations we get that 
1*1,o>(s) "*" Xa>(tja < €VX\ € S • 
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We denote Tj* again by 7J. 
Finally, we choose 7]** such that 7|** < Tu 
|(e-^«-'o) _ i)h(Q)\a = |(e~^









-в(,-*)(/--ГвIA-\ W l r * < т 
for each /e</0, T>. Then 
|Gx(0 - G*(/0)|o < ( e ^ " ' - '







for each xeS. 
Thus C maps S into 5 and C is a contraction. 
Corollary 1. On the basis of Theorem 1. there exists a unique mild solution of 
the problem (E, C0) on the maximal interval <t0, 7"), (eventually T = oo). V̂e shall 
call this solution a maximal solution. 
We shall follow under what assumptions the interval of the maximal solution is 
(t0, oo). 7n the next theorems and lemmas the solution is always a mild solution. 
Lemma 1. Assume that the imago f(B) of every closed and bounded set B c: 
c: <0, oo) x C is bounded in X. 
Ifxx is a maximal solution of(E, C0) on (t0, t,), then either tx = + oo or else there 
exists a sequence tn -• Tx as n -> OO swch that |x(t„)|a -• oo. 
Lemma 2. Let K(t): <0, oo) -> R be a continuous function. Let. |f(t, 
x)| < A^(t)(l + Hxll) for each xeC, t > 0. Then the maximal interval of the 
existence of the solution of(E, C0) is (t0, oo). 
Proof. We shall show it by contradiction. Under the assumptions above 
let <t0, t,) be the maximal interval of the existence of the solution of (E, C0), 
where tx < oo. 
Cleatrly, by Lemma 1., there exists a sequence tn -• tx such that |x(t„)L -» °°-
Now 
|x( t)L< C f f e - |x 0 | a + f C a ( t - s ) - « e - ^ - ^ | ^ ( s ) | ( l + | |xj|)ds. 
J'o 
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Since the functions e"", e"*'" s\ K(t)9 \ (t - s)
ads are bounded on the interval 
J'o 
<t0, t,), we have: 
|x(t)L < C, + c, I (t - sYa\\xs\\ds 
for each te<t0, tx). 
After simple calculations it is clear that the function t -> (t — 8)"a||xjds is 
J'o 
nondecreasing on the interval <t0, ti). Hence 
sup \x(u)\a < C, + Cx I (t - s)-"||xj ds, 
"e<0,0 J,0 
which implies that 
\\xt\\<Cx+\\h\\ + C\ (t-s)-
a\\xs\\ds. 
J'o 
From Gronwall-like Theorem, see [10, p. 188] it follows that ||x,|| is bounded 
function on <t0, t,>, which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 2. Let x(t) be a maximal solution on <t0, t,) and let ^ '
 Xf be a 
l + | |x j 
bounded function. Then t, = +oo. 
Lemma 3. Assume f maps all sets R+ x B a R x C, with B closed and bounded 
into bounded sets of X. Assume A has a compact resolvent. If x(t) is a bounded 
solution to the problem (E, C0) on (t0, oo), then {x(t); t > t0} lies in a compact set 
in Xa. 
Lemma 4. ( C o n t i n u o u s d e p e n d e n c e on the in i t i a l cond i t ion ) . 
Let /*, hneC be uniformly continuous functions on ( — oo, 0> -> X
a. Suppose that 
hn converges to hfor n —> oo. Denote the solutions of the problem (E, C0) as x[h], 
similarly x[hn] and let <t0, Tn), <t0, 7̂ ) be a maximal interval of existence of the 
solution x[h„], x[h], respectively. Then liminfT^ > T0 and xt[h] converge to xt[h] 
uniformly on the compact subintervals of<t0, T0). 
Proof. Let T be an arbitrary such that <t0, T} a <t0, T0). By the com-
pactness of the set {xa(t); ts <t0, T}} c C and by (P2) it follows that there exists 
y > 0 and L > 0 such that |JC, - JC^I < y for some te <t0, T} implies 
|f(s, xx) - f ( s , xm\ < L\\xx - x«co II for each se<t0, T} . 
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Now the following estimate holds on each subinterval <t0, T*> cz <t0, T} such 
that xt[hn] exists and ||x,[/l„] — x,[h]|| < / for each te<t0, T*>: 
\x[hn](t) - x[h](t)\a < Cat-
a{t-^\hn(0) - h(0)\a + 
•í< + C\ (t-Sya\\xs[hn]-xs[h]\\ds. 
The function t-• (/ — s) a||x,[h„] — xs[h]\\ ds is nondecreasing. 
Jo 
Hence 
\\xt[hn]-xt[h]\\<Cx\\hn-h\\ + C ( t - s ) -
a | | x 5 [ h j - x j / z ] | | d s 
for each te<t0, F*>. From the Gronwall-like Theorem, see [He, p. 188] it 
follows that 
\\*\K]-xt[h]\\<c**\\hn-h\\ (3) 
We have shown that for each T* < T such that xt[hn] exists on <t0, T*> and 
IW*/.] ~ *tl7*]ll < / the estimate (3) holds. As well as \\h„ — h\\ —> 0 for n -> oo, 
we have that Hx^/fJ — xt[h]\\ < y on <t0, T} from certain n0 for each n > n0. 
This completes the proof 
We shall deal with the problem, under what assumptions on f the strong and 
the mild solution are the same. 
Definition of a strong solution to the problem (E, C0). We consider the problem 
(E, C0). Let T > tQ. Any solution xe C(( — oo, T), X°) of the equation (E)for each 
te<t0, T) which satisfies (C0) such that 
(i) x(t)eD(A) for each te(t0, T) 
(ii) x is differentiable on (t0, T) and 
(iii) the function t -+ft, xmit)) is a locally Holder continuous one on (/0, T) into X. 
is said to be a strong solution to the problem (E, C0). 
R e m a r k 1. If x is a strong solution to (is, C0), it is also a mild solution. 
This follows from the theorem 3.2.2. [2]. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that a>: <0, oo) -> R is a locally Holder continuous function 
andh is Holder continuous. Let h (0) eXa + £for some small s > 0, a + e < 1. Then 
the mild solution to the problem (E, C0) is also a strong one. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.2.2 in [2]. We must show that the function 
t-+f(t9 x„it)) is under the assumptions above locally Holder continuous on 
Co, T). 
One can easy show that the mild solution x is locally Holder continuous on 
<t0, T) into X
a (on the basis of the Variation of constants formula and the fact 
that x(Q)eXa + e). Hence x is Holder continuous on each interval ( —oo, t>, 
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where t < T. From that and from the local Holder continuity of f on (t0, oo) x C 
it follows that for each tx e(t0, T) there exists 5X > 0, L > 0 such that 
\tx - t2\ < 8X implies |f(tb xaitl)) -f(t2, xMt2>)\ < L(\tx - t2| + 
+ IKO.) - **(,,) II < L(\tx - t2| + H(co(tx) - co(t2))
r) < 
<L(\tx-t2\ + Hx(tx-t2r). 
This completes the proof 
§2. Stability. 
Let x(., /,, h) denote a mild solution of the problem (£), with an initial condition 
xt = h. Suppose that in the assumptions t0 = 0. 
Definition of the stability. Letf(t, 0) = Ofor each t > 0 and hence 0 is a solution 
of the equation (E) with the initial condition x0 = 0. Then 0 is stable if for any 
tx > 0 and for each s > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that \\h\\ < 8 and he C is a 
uniformly continuous function implies \x(t, , tx)\a < efor each t > tx. 
0 is uniformly stable if it is stable and s is independent of tx. 
0 is asymptotically stable if it is stable andx(t, h, tx) converges to 0 when t — tx 
converges to + oo. 
0 is unstable iff it is not stable. 
Theorem 2. Let f(t, 0) = 0 for each t > 0. Let Rea(A) > a > 0. If f(t9 
u) = o(||w||) uniformly when \\u\\ -• 0, then the null solution is stable. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Th 5.1.1. in [2]. We can 
take a a > 0 such that. 
r i 
aCa s
 aQ asds < - and we can choose Q > 0 such that the following state-
Jo 2 
ments take place: 
\\u\\ < Q implies |f(8, u)\ < cr\\u\\ for each 8e<0, oo). 
Let 8 < min ( - , — 1. Suppose that \\h\\ < 8 
\2 C0/ 
If |z(t, f„ h)\a < Q on <tl9 T*>, the following estimate is true: 
\z(t)\a< C^~
a{t~%(tx)\a+ oCaQ \ (t-s)-
az-a{t~*<\s< 
Jr, 
< ^ e - * ( ' - / l ) + ^ . 
2 2 
Hence |z(t)L < Q for each t > tx and 0 is uniformly stabile. 
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In the next example we shall see that under the assumptions of the above 
theorem the trivial solution is not asymptotically stable. This differs from the 
theory in [2] for the parabolic equations without delay. 
E x a m p l e 1. We shall consider X= L2(0, a), A = -u'\ D(A) = H 2̂
2 n 
n Wl = X\ X112 =W±-*C (0, n). 
Letf(/, u) = u2(— 1) and let co(t) = 0. Let hn(t, x) = - sinx for each t < — 1, 
n 
ne{l, 2, ...}, /2„(r, x) = — sinx + un(x)(\ + t) for each te< — 1, 0>, where 
n 
w„(x, t) = — - s u ť z d z -
« 2 к Jo Jo n2 Jo J 
sin2 z dz dr for t > 0 
Jo 
un(x, t) = hn(x, t) for t < 0. 
It is easy to verify that w„(x, t) is the solution of the problem (E) with initial 
condition u0(t) = hn(t). Of course, = ' — L2 converges to 0, if 
||w|| ||u|| 
\\u\\ -> 0. Since ww is independent of t and different from 0 for each n, 0 is not 
asymptotically stable. 
E x a m p l e 2. We shall consider two problems: 






w(t, 0) = w(t, к) = 0 
dw 1 Ґ wxү = - и2(r, x)dr 
t J-t 
w(t, 0) = м(t, к) = 0 




f(t,u) = - u2(r)dr, ca(t) = t 
t J-t 
(jj) /(/,«) = - M2(r)dr, fi>(0 = t, 
r J-2t 
where A, X, X° are as in the previous example. Also lim " = 0. Hence 0 
M - x ||M|| 
is stable in both cases. 
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In the rest of this paragraph we shall deal with the case when Rec(A) n {x; 
x < 0} # 0 and we shall see that under this assumption 0 will be an unstable 
solution. First we shall need some assertion, which will be needed in the proof. 
Assertion 1. Suppose X is a real Banach space, M:z-• t~Az is a continuous 
linear operator on Xa with spectral radius r > 0. Given any 8 > 0 and N0 > 0, 
there exists an integer N > N0 andueX, \\u\\ = 1 such that \M
nu\ < (2 ,/2 + 8)rn 
for n integer ne<0, 1V>, \MNu\ > (1 - 8)rn and \M" + 'u\ < C,(2,/2 + S)rn for 
each n + te<0, 7V>, te<0, 1>. 
Proof. The assertion is the same as Lemma 5.1.4. in [2], only the last 
extimate follows from the estimate 
\Mn + 'u\ = \M'M"u\ < \M'\\M"u\ < C,(21/2 + 8)r". 
Theorem 3. Let all assumptions from §0. hold, except the one about CJ(A). Let 
<r(A)n{x; Rex < 0} *-= 0. Let \f(s, u)\ = 0(\\u\\p) when \\u\\ ->0 and p > 1, 
uniformly with respect to s. Let O be a solution of(E). Then O is unstable. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is due to [2]. Put M:Xa-+ Xa, Mz = e'Az. 
Clearly M is a continuous linear operator with spectral radius r > 1. Hence we 
can apply Assertion 1. 
We can define operator Tn_x + t: Cn{w, u is uniformly continuous} -• X 
for each te(0,1> such that for each heD(Tn_x + t): Tn_x + t(h) = x(t + n - 1; 
n- l ,h) . 
We shall proceed by contradiction. Suppose that 0 is stable. Then there exist 
such s > 0, Q > 0 and 8 > 0, that if \\h\\ < 8, then ||x(t, 0, h)\\ < e for each t > 0 
and |f(8, x^\ < Q(s)\\xs\\
p for each s > 0. 
First we shall show the implication 
(I) If ||A|| < 5, | |xX, n - 1, h)\\ < s for each s > n - 1, then ||xX, n - 1, h)\\ < 
< C2\\h\\ for each se(ji — 1, n> and C2 is independent on n. To prove this we 




l*(fi)l. < C*\h(0)\a + C*(t, - s)-
aQ(\\h\\ + sup \x(r)Qds 
Jn-\ re<rt-I,.v> 
for each txe(n — 1, n). 
In the same way as in the previous proofs, by using the Gronwalls lemma we 
get (I). 
Further we prove the statement 
(II) There exist a, b such that 
if \\h\\ < a a n d Hx^H < sfor eachs > n - 1, heD(Tn_x + t\ then \Tn_x + t(h) -
- M'h(0)|a < blhl' for each te<0, 1>. 
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This statement follows easily from the fact that 
/*n - 1 + t 
|Г.-, + ,(Л)-Л_'A(0)|в = 




W - 1 + . 
C(ř + и - 1 -_Гв||jc.|ľ'ťfc<__-| 
Now we shall proceed as in [2] in Thm.5.5.1. We choose 0 < < 5 < - , 
R = 2C 1(2
1 2 + 5) (where Cj is a constant from Assertion 1.) and a is so small 
a KbRpap~] 1 u A „ u • • • ! _ • 
that <J < —, < - ; where 77 and K are such constants that 
R rp -r - r\ 2 
|A-f'| < K(r + 77V * for each t > 0 and rp - r > 77 > 0. 
We show that to each N0> 0 there exist x0eX
a and N > N0 such that |x 0 | = — 
and the initial function h(t) = x0 for each t < 0 such that if xn = 7 (̂x„ _,), n > 1, 
then | | x j | < a for each 1 < n < N and ||x^|| > ( Sjcr. But this will be a 
contradiction. We take on arbitrary integer _V0 > 0. In agreement with the 
assertion 1 there exists a ueXa, N > N0 such that \u\a = 1 and u satisfies the 
assumptions of the assertion 1. Put x0 = e, w, where ex = — . Clearly, 
n-2 
(III) x(n-\ + t)- Tn_x + txn_x - M'x(n - 1) + _M
n - 2 - k + t, (Tk+\Xk 
k = 0 
— Mx(k)) + Mn ] + 'x(O), where x is the mild solution of the problem (£, C0). 
Now 
\M n- 1 + t x0\a<ex\M
n-i + 'u\a< 
e, Rrn 
(4) 
and for each n 
fn-2 
Kk = 0 
_ Mn-2-k + '(Tk + xxk-Mx(k)))+Tn_x + ,xn_x-M'x(n-\)\a< 
/ / 





i = 0 
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In the same way as in [2], one can show by induction that ||JC* || < ex Rr
k and 
||x* + J < sRrk + l for each te<0, 1>, k + tG<0, 1V>, 0 < k integer. (6) 
Since 




pin-1) "" -~—M < 
A: = 0 k = 0\ rP J 
1 M -Tv „ 
< - 6TirW < — ^ r W 
2 2 
Thus sup |JC(0L -̂  ^ i ^ w < ^tr < aVne<0, 1V> and |x^|ff > \M
Nx0\ -
/e<0,w> 
"-V A ř -*- , (T t + l.xt-Mjf(A:)) ^(--^--f-(]-*>-
R e m a r k . If f(t, 0) = 0, co(t) < k < 0 for each te0, oo) and A is a sec­
torial operator such that a(A) n {x; Rex < 0} = cr, is a nonempty spectral set, 
then 0 is unstable. 
Proof. We shall need a standard decomposition X=XX@X2, where 
Ax = A\xx with the spectrum tr- and hence, Ax is a continuous linear operator and 
clearly Xx * 0. 
For some x0 e A",, x0 # 0 we define the initial function 
Һx(t) = 0 foreach tє Ы) 
hXQ(t) = ( 1 jxo for each tef-, o \ . 
The problem (E, C0) is equivalent to the 
^ + Au = 0 
dt 
w(0) = x0, 
which has a unique solution e~ ! 'x 0 . Since ax is a spectral set and hence closed, 
there exists p > 0 such that a(Ax) < —/?. Thus le^'l < M e " ^ for each t > 0 and 
le~Ax*xo\a -̂  Me^|xola for each t > 0. This means 0 is unstable. 
§3. Ljapunov functions. 
We proceed as in [1], where the Ljapunov functions of the functional ordin­
ary differential equations with the delayed argument have been defined, whereby 
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the delay is of bounded length. We again consider the problem (E9 C0). Let x[t, 
co(t)9 0] denote the solution of the problem (E) with the condition x0)U) = 0. 
We suppose that <0, x ) <= {co(t); t > 0} and co(t) < t for each t > 0. Letfbe 
a function such that there exists a S0 > 0 with the property that for each 09 
| | 0 | | < S09 0eC is uniformly continuous, the existence interval of the solution 
(£), x0= 0> is <0, x ) . 
Definition. Let V: I?0
+ x C -> R be a continuous function and let there exist 
continuous functions u9 v9 w:R£ such that u(s) > 0, v(s) > 0, if s > 0 and 
u(0) = r(0) = 0. Let the following estimates 
\U(\0(O)\Q)\ < V(t9 0)<V(\\0\\) 
V(t9 0)< -w(\0(O)\a) 
for each 0e C t > 0 hold. 
Here V(t. 0) is defined as follows: 
V(t, ^ ) = limsup-(V(r + /7,x^ + /j)[., co(t)9 0]) - V{t%xm[., co(t)9 0]). 
/.-o+ h 
Then V(/, 0) is said to be a Ljapunov function for the equation (E). 
Theorem 4. If V is a Ljapunov function for the equation (E)9 then the following 
statements hold: 
(i) To each s > 0 there exists such a 8> 0, S< e that \0\ < 8implies |x(t, 0, 
®)\a < £f0r eaCh l > 0-
(ii) If Mm u(s) = x , then each mild solution of our problem is uniformly bounded 
S - • f 
with respect to the initial condition in the following sense: To each a> 0 there 
exists a P> 0 such that \\0\\ < a implies |x[t, 0, 0]\a < Pfor each t > 0. 
(iii) Suppose that lim f(t, x) = 0 uniformly with respect to t or f maps R x B 
X ! -^ 0 
into bounded sets in X9 where B is a bounded set in C. Further Recr(A) > 0, 
co: <0, x ) -> R is uniformly continuous, w(s) > Ofor each s > 0. Then there exists 
a S0> 0 such that \\0\\ < 80 implies |x[t, 0, 0]\a converges to if t -> x . 
Proof, (i) We prove similarly as in [1]: 
To each e> 0 there exists a 5> 0 such that S< e and v(S)(u(s). If 0eC9 
|| 01| < 59 then 
u(\x(09 0])(co(t))\a) < V(t9 x^[0, 0]) < V(09 xw(0)[0, 0]) < 
<v(\\0\\)<v(8)(u(e). 
Hence |x [0, 0] (co(t)\a < e for each t > 0. Thus \x(0, 0] (t)\a < e for each t > 0. 
(ii) In the same way as in [1]: To each a > 0 there exists a / ? > 0 that 
u(p) = v(a). Let \\0\\ < a9 then |x(t, 0, 0)\a < /3 for each t > 0. 
(iii) Let 80 > 0, s0 > 0 and L > 0 be such that || 01| < S0 implies |x[t, 0, 0]\a < 
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< £0 and |f(/, x(., 0, 0)\ < L for each t > 0. Let a + z < 1, z > 0. It is easy to 
show that by Variation of constants formula there exists a K > 0 such that 
|| 01| < S0 implies \x[t, 0, 0]\a + = < K for each t > 1 and x[t, 0, 0] is a Holder 
continuous in t on <1, oo), i.e. 
\x(t + h, 0, d> ) -x ( t , 0, 0)\a < K* h
r for each t, t + /ie< l,oo), y < 1. (6) 
We suppose by contradiction that there exists an initial condition <f>eC such 
that ||<2>|| < S0 and lim |x(t, 0, 0)\a # 0. Then there exists a t>>0 and a 
sequence tK --» oo such that |x(t*, 0, <P)|a > 5. Now we construct a subsequence 
{t^} such that there exist a sequence t*, which converges to + oo and 
<°(tk ) — h • With the help of this sequence t* we can construct such a subse-
quence (we denote it again by tj*) that t* Z1 oo and t*+, — t* > 1 for each k. 
Thus, we have a sequence t* with the property \x(tk, 0, 0 ) | a > 8and t* = <a(t*), 
r* /• oo and t*+, — t* > 1. Now by (6) and by the uniform continuity of co on 
<0, oo) there exists an hx > 0 such that te<t*, t*+ /*,> implies 
F(t, x,(0) < -w(\x(co(t))\a) ^~w{2j 
From this it follows that 
V(tt xm0V) - F(0, xm(0)) < - w(£). hx. (k - 1). 
We take a limit in the last estimate and we get F(t*, xm{t*k^ < 0 for some k > 0. 
But this is a contradiction. 
Example . We shall consider X= L2(0, 7t), A = — w", a = 1/2, I>(-4) = 
= JF2
2 n ^ (0, n) and hence X* = W± (0, ;r). 
M2«-= Í I"' 
Jo 
Let \u\ta = \u + dx and |w|, < n\u\a 
Jo 
Letf(t, w) = au(0) + bu( — r) for we{z, ze C(( — oo, 0>, Xa) and z is a bounded 
function}. 
Let o)(t) = t and hencef(t, ut) = aw(t) + bu(t — r). 
So we can consider the problem 
— = uxx + au(t) + bu(t — r) 
dt 
w(t, 0) = u(t, n) = 0 
u(O,x)=0(x)9 
where <PeC(( —oo,0>, X°) is a Holder continuous function with 0(O)eXa+p 
for some p > 0, a + fi< 1. 
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We define a function V (for some p > 0) 
V(t9 O) = J ( j #,
2(0, x) + p| 02(z, x)dz)dx. 
(Hence V is independent of t). 
We can show that V satisfies the conditions for the Ljapunov function 
V(t9 0) > -|<P(0)|
2 with u(s) = - 82 
2 2 
and 
r ( < t > ) < V ( 0 ) | 2 + / , í í ®Xz,x)dzdx<\\®(W)\2a + 
2 • Jo J-r 2 
+ />r sup | Ф (z)|£2 < (" + /"
,* II ф I 
Hence t;(s) = (- + 1r2pr j . 
We see that u(s) -> oo if s -> oo. Now we shall calculate V(t9 0) for 0. Let 0, 
be a strong solution of the problem (E) with an initial condition w0 = 0. Clearly 
*, + / , [ ' , <->] = <->!.*. 
Hence 
?(,, «) = .imsup ^ + *.*i..)-^.^,J . 
A-0+ /, 
.imsup ( / < A ' t f > '»>- K ( 0 - < P '» ) <limsuplK(,,<P,,). 
A-0+ /j <-0+ (J' 
Now we shall find — V(t, 0,,). We have that 
dt 
- V(t, <*\,) = j <PUx<PUxl+P$?(t)-p<I>?(t - r)dx =-
dt Jo 
= j - 01>xt<P. + p<P?(t) - p0?(t - r)dx = - j 4>,,„(<P1>XX + a®x(t) + 
+ b0,(t- r))dx + j />0>,2(t) -/><*>,2(t - r)dx = | tf,2^ - <.<*>,% + 
+ 6<P,(t - r) (P,^ -/>4>,2(t) + p<Pl(t -r)dx< j ( y - l ) &lxx + 
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+ [ІЧ-P)^ - r)+p( Ф,2(0 + -Ф,2.v) cU. 
b_ 
2є2 ' J ' ч ' ' " V ' " p 
Clearly, if —- < — 1 and b < 2]J2, then there exists an s > 0 such that 
pn2 
«- V(U 0U) < p \ 0{(t) - n
202xdx + 
dt Jo 
+pi (£ + ^)*>%^^(fl+^)i*iWi-
Thus l i m s u p - V(U Ox t) < (a+pn
2)\d>x(0)\
2
a, V(t, 0) < (a + px
2)\0(O)\2a and 
r-0+ d t 
— ;r2b2 
we can put vv(8) = — (a + pn2) s2. Hence, if b > 0 and a < , then for each 
4 
solution of our problem with an initial condition || 01| < a the statements (i), (ii) 
and (iii) take place. 
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ПАРАБОЛИЧЕСКИЕ УРАВНЕНИЯ С ОПОЗДЫВАНИЕМ 
ИиЫса §ес1оVа 
Р е з ю м е 
Пусть А-секториальный оператор в пространстве Банаха X. В работе доказано локальное 
существование решения задачи 
&и Л г, ч 
— + Ли-=/(Г,мй,(,)) 
Дальше исследована функция Ляпунова и устойчивость нулевого решения по Ляпунову. 
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